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Accessories
Leather Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
Leather Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
£249.00

Canvas Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
Canvas Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
£154.00

Canvas Cartridge Bag - 75
Canvas Cartridge Bag - 75
£103.00

Polyester Shotgun Slip
Polyester Shotgun Slip
£36.00

Canvas Cartridge Bag - 100
Canvas Cartridge Bag - Carries 100 cartridges - Available in Green Or Red - Please specify when ordering which colour you
would like..
£108.00

Polyester Rifle Slip
Polyester Rifle Slip
£44.00

Leather Cartridge Bag - 75
Leather Cartridge Bag - 75
£160.00

Leather Cartridge Bag - 100
Leather Cartridge Bag - 100
£165.00

Canvas Gamebag
Canvas Gamebag - 18" x 14"
£122.00

MacWet Shooting Gloves
MacWet Shooting Gloves
£31.00

Dubarry Drummin leather wallet
Men's Dubarry Drummin Wallet with Coin Holder. This stylish wallet has been crafted a combination of smooth and crushed
leathers for a touch of classic Dubarry styling. The Drummin features an interior studded coin holder, money note pocket, credit
card slots and ID window, offering you plenty of room for all your essentials. For the mark of Dubarry styling the Drummin has
been finished with a branded lining and the signature branded oval and band detailing.
£69.00

Dubarry Dunbrody leather wallet
The Women’s Dubarry Dunbrody Leather Purse is classic Dubarry style crafted from a combination of crushed and smooth
leathers. With its simple yet elegant detail on the front, it’s the perfect luxury gift for a loved one or for yourself. Features include
branded lining, 1 internal zip pocket and credit card, note and coin slots. It’s finished off beautifully with signature branded oval and
leather band. Matches perfectly with the full range of Dubarry leather handbags.
£89.00

Hicks and Brown Hat
Stunning wool felt Fedora hat.
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All hats are customised with a combination of natural and bright feathers to add a real individual twist.
This hat features a cluster of natural feathers fastened behind a tan band
£85.00

Hicks and Brown Hat
Stunning wool felt Fedora hat.
All hats are customised with a combination of natural and bright feathers to add a real individual twist.
£85.00

Bags
Dubarry Leather Bag
Dubarry Mourne Leather backpack – crafted from a mix of smooth and crushed leather to create a supple yet robust finish, this
structured backpack features a fold over, snap button closure and a draw string for added security. The interior features a brilliant
blue Dubarry branded lining and a leather trimmed accessory pocket, so your important tech is protected from scratches. The
Mourne bag includes two supple shoulder straps, making this bag ideal for days on the go and travelling

OUT OF STOCK
£249.00

Dubarry Boyne Leather Bag
The women’s Dubarry Boyne Cross Body Bag is a striking bag made from a beautiful mix of smooth and crushed leathers. This
classic country bag is given an urban and modern twist with the double buckle detail on the front. Features include zipped closure
with studded flap, adjustable leather strap, internal zipped pocket and leather trimmed accessory pocket. The branded lining turns
out for easy cleaning. Finished off with signature branded oval and leather band, branded metal trim details and branded woven
label. It’s ideal carrying your essentials when out and about.
£179.00

Dubarry Drummin leather wallet
Men's Dubarry Drummin Wallet with Coin Holder. This stylish wallet has been crafted a combination of smooth and crushed
leathers for a touch of classic Dubarry styling. The Drummin features an interior studded coin holder, money note pocket, credit
card slots and ID window, offering you plenty of room for all your essentials. For the mark of Dubarry styling the Drummin has
been finished with a branded lining and the signature branded oval and band detailing.
£69.00

Dubarry Dunbrody leather wallet
The Women’s Dubarry Dunbrody Leather Purse is classic Dubarry style crafted from a combination of crushed and smooth
leathers. With its simple yet elegant detail on the front, it’s the perfect luxury gift for a loved one or for yourself. Features include
branded lining, 1 internal zip pocket and credit card, note and coin slots. It’s finished off beautifully with signature branded oval and
leather band. Matches perfectly with the full range of Dubarry leather handbags.
£89.00

Dubarry Dunlavin Tote Bag Kerry Green
Brighten an entire outfit with this season's freshest colour handbag. The Dunlavin is medium sized, with bags of room for your
belongings along with fully zipped security compartment and outer pockets. It's made with fine, soft leather, which is water
resistant so there's no doubt you can confidently take it wherever you're heading.
Size: 270mm x 330mm x 120mm
Water resistant, highest quality, softly peached leather.
Variety of colours co-ordinating with the Dubarry deck shoe collection
Classic tote silhouette
Two small outer pockets, and fully zipped main security compartment
Shoulder length handles
Removable leather tassel
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Tassel functions as keyring
Internal leather key holder
Leather trimmed zipped security and accessory pocket
Branded jacquard lining and classic Dubarry branding
£199.00

Dubarry Amberhill Messenger Bag Caramel

A touch of luxury and practical too, the Amberhill is a beautifully soft leather handbag with a cross body strap for hands free ease.
In this seasons uplifting colours, the water resistant leather bag has a matching dual purpose tassel which doubles up as key ring
if removed. Designed with secure internal and external pockets, the Amberhill is the ideal bag for your summer day essentials.
Size: 200mm x 240mm x 80mm
Water resistant, highest quality, softly peached leather.
Variety of colours co-ordinating with the Dubarry deck shoe collection
Adjustable leather cross body strap
Small slip pocket under front flap opening
Removable leather tassel
Tassel also functions as keyring
Internal leather key holder
Leather trimmed zipped security and accessory pocket
Branded jacquard lining and classic Dubarry branding

£169.00

Dubarry Amberhill Messenger Bag Orchid

A touch of luxury and practical too, the Amberhill is a beautifully soft leather handbag with a cross body strap for hands free ease.
In this seasons uplifting colours, the water resistant leather bag has a matching dual purpose tassel which doubles up as key ring
if removed. Designed with secure internal and external pockets, the Amberhill is the ideal bag for your summer day essentials.
Size: 200mm x 240mm x 80mm
Water resistant, highest quality, softly peached leather.
Variety of colours co-ordinating with the Dubarry deck shoe collection
Adjustable leather cross body strap
Small slip pocket under front flap opening
Removable leather tassel
Tassel also functions as keyring
Internal leather key holder
Leather trimmed zipped security and accessory pocket
Branded jacquard lining and classic Dubarry branding
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£169.00

Children's Clothing
Bonart Childrens Waterproof Overtrouser
Children's Waterproof Breathable Over Trouser...
£35.00

Seeland Eton Kids Jacket - Pine Green
Waterproof 2 way zips... Adjustable lower hem... Detachable and adjustable hood... Velcro fastening in sleeves... Fluorescent vest
included..
Contact us for more details..
£89.00

Schoffel children's Little Lyndon
This Polartec ® Thermal Pro® fleece is an ideal mid layer and is perfect as a body warmer. Also zips into the Ptarmigan
Interactive. Miniature version of the women's Lyndon's. Available in Ruby and Navy, sizes XS (5-6) S (7-8), M (9-10), L (11-12) XL
(13-14) Please call for availability
£99.95
£99.95

Schoffel children's Little Oakham
This Polartec ® Thermal Pro® fleece is an ideal mid layer and is perfect as a body warmer. Also zips into the Ptarmigan
Interactive. Miniature version of the Men's Oakham. Available in Dark Olive and Navy, sizes XS (5-6) S (7-8), M (9-10), L (11-12)
XL (13-14) Please call for availability
£99.95
£99.95

Footwear
Le Chameau Chasseur
With its special waterproof zip, exclusive to Le Chameau, the Chasseur boot is guarunteed to be completely impermeable and is
quick and easy to slip on. Provides superior comfort for exploring new hunting grounds.
£360.00

Le Chameau Chasseurnord
With its special waterproof zip, exclusive to Le Chameau, the Chasseur boot is guarunteed to be completely impermeable and is
quick and easy to slip on. Provides superior comfort for exploring new hunting grounds.
£260.00

Le Chameau Vierznord
Adjustable cold weather boot with waterproof gusset and fabric tightening strap (exclusive to Le Chameau). Upper - Natural rubber
/ Lining - 3mm neoprene / Sole - Bi-density, resistant to abrasion, all-terrain grip, shank reinforcement for better arch support.
£180.00

Le Chameau Country Vibram Neo
Multi-purpose, natural rubber boot. Easy fitting, lightweight and comfortable.
£180.00

Dubarry Longford Colourway Knee high boot - Walnut
A knee high Gore-Tex lined boot with stylish buckle detail.
Made from Dubarry's water resistant DryFast - DrySoft leathers.. Stylish double buckle detail combined with side panel beading
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add a sophisticated look to this functional boot.. The elasticated heel panel assists foot entry and an elegant boot silhouette..
Lined with Gore-Tex waterproof and breathable membrane.. Direct inject bi-compound unit consists of a PU inner fill with moulded
bi-colour rubber outer shell, the PU inner fill offers underfoot comfort and shock absorbency.. Finger pull fitted inside bootleg for
ease of entry.. Subtle and stylized Dubarry branding..
Contact us for sizing
£379.00

Dubarry Kerry Chelsea ankle boot - Mahogany
GORE-TEX® Chelsea boots, the Dubarry Kerry waterproof leather boots for men, are both versatile in style and highly practical.
Equally suited to a day at the races with Dubarry country tweed clothing topped off with a Dubarry flat cap, for a country casual
look, or, pair with jeans and a Dubarry men's shirt for a more smart casual look. The first Chelsea ankle boot with GORE-TEX®
liner made from Dubarry's water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leather
A first ever Chelsea ankle boot with GORE-TEX® liner made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft ™ leather or suede
Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® Liner
Elasticated side gussets with forepart and heel finger pulls for easy on/off fit
The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather. It has a leather welt with stitch detail and a
leather stacked heel combined with a rubber top piece
The insole is made up of three layers including a thermal foil lining, to protect the foot from the cold
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole, providing underfoot comfort
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin
Contact us for sizing..
£249.00

Meindl Dovre Extreme GTX Hunting Boots
Meindl Dovre Extreme GTX Hunting Boots
£285.00

Dubarry Cork Boot - Mahogany
Cork, from Dubarry, the lifestyle brand of choice for both country and city wear, is a classic Chelsea boot, with the added benefit of
Dubarry’s celebrated design and craftsmanship. Waterproof, yet breathable due to its GORE-TEX® lining, Cork is available in both
suede and smooth leather. Cork is easy to put on with its heel finger pulls and elasticated gussets, which also make it so
comfortable to wear. The leather stacked heel and sole unit provides a subtly elegant luxurious lift.
Cork - Women’s Chelsea style boot from Dubarry.
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leathers.
Lined with GORE-TEX® waterproof and breathable membrane.
Elasticated side gussets with forepart and heel finger pulls for easy on/off fit
Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather
Leather stacked heel combined to a rubber top piece.
Sole unit with Dubarry logo incorporated.
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole providing underfoot comfort.
Subtle signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin.
£229.00

Dubarry Kerry Chelsea ankle boot - Chestnut
GORE-TEX® Chelsea boots, the Dubarry Kerry waterproof leather boots for men, are both versatile in style and highly practical.
Equally suited to a day at the races with Dubarry country tweed clothing topped off with a Dubarry flat cap, for a country casual
look, or, pair with jeans and a Dubarry men's shirt for a more smart casual look. The first Chelsea ankle boot with GORE-TEX®
liner made from Dubarry's water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leather.
A first ever Chelsea ankle boot with GORE-TEX® liner made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft ™ leather or suede
Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® Liner
Elasticated side gussets with forepart and heel finger pulls for easy on/off fit
The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather. It has a leather welt with stitch detail and a
leather stacked heel combined with a rubber top piece
The insole is made up of three layers including a thermal foil lining, to protect the foot from the cold
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole, providing underfoot comfort
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin
£249.00

Dubarry Fermoy Country Boot - Walnut
Fermoy is an elegant new knee high leather boot for women from the Dubarry stable, incorporating GORE-TEX® technology and
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crafted from Dubarry’s famous water resistant Dryfast-DrySoft™ leathers. With a durable rubber and leather hand-built sole unit,
thermal foil lining to protect your feet from the cold and an underfoot comfort cushion, Fermoy high quality women’s country boots
are not only practical, but also look fabulous.
Team with Dubarry stretch jeans or a tweed skirt and a Dubarry tweed or quilted ladies’ jacket, for a sophisticated country clothing
look.
Stylish knee high boot, lined with GORE-TEX® Product technology.
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leathers.
Lined with GORE-TEX® waterproof and breathable membrane.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather it has a leather stacked heel combined to a
rubber top piece.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole providing underfoot comfort.
Subtle signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin.
£349.00

Dubarry Longford Knee-High Leather Boot - Black & Brown
Dubarry Longford waterproof leather country boots uniquely combine the performance of traditional Dubarry waterproof country
boots, with a more urban appearance. These elegant knee high leather boots provide an air of country set sophistication,
especially when worn with Dubarry tweed clothing.
Knee-high boot with stylish double buckle details with GORE-TEX® liner
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft ™ leathers
Stylish double buckle detail combined with side panel beading add a sophisticated look to this functional boot
Waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® Liner
Direct inject bi-compound unit consists of a PU inner fill with moulded bi-colour rubber outer shell, the PU inner fill offers underfoot
comfort and shock absorbency
The elasticated heel panel assists foot entry and provides an elegant boot silhouette
Finger pull fitted inside bootleg for ease of entry
Subtle and stylised Dubarry branding
£379.00

Dubarry Wexford Leather Boot - Walnut
Waterproof leather country boots - the ideal men's outdoor footwear. These practical walking boots feature a GORE-TEX® lining,
which makes them the perfect waterproof walking boots or hiking boots for every outdoor fanatic. Add a Dubarry men's waterproof
jacket over a rugby shirt to complete the country look.
One of the favourite performance outdoor boots of sportsmen and women.
GORE-TEX® lined, waterproof and breathable
DryFast–DrySoft™, breathable leather
Full, heavy duty zip with bellows for ease of entry
Button fastener to hold zip secure
Maximum grip outsole
ExtraFit™ for foot entry and foot forepart
Direct inject moulded bi-compound, bi-colour outsole
Subtle, signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
£379.00

Meindl Dovre MFS Wide - Brown
Upper: Nubuck leather with was
Linging: GORE-TEX
Footbed: AIR-ACTIVE SOFT PRINT dyrsole
Sole: Meindl Multigriff by Vibram
Contact us for more details..
£249.00

Dubarry Galway Boots - Walnut
The classic Dubarry waterproof leather, country boots are the ultimate men’s outdoor footwear. The Dubarry Galway boots are
Gore-Tex lined boots available in black leather, brown leather or the iconic walnut colour. Pair these leather boots with a Dubarry
men’s casual jacket and a cotton polo shirt. Now available in an ExtraFit™.
The classic signature boot is now available in SlimFit™, regular and ExtraFit™.
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The classic signature boot is now available in SlimFit™, regular and ExtraFit™
The classic signature boot from Dubarry. The Galway boot (in walnut colour ONLY) is now available in an ExtraFit™ version.
DryFast–DrySoft™, breathable leather
Knee high leather ties
Finger pull fitted inside boot and wide entry for ease of fit
Duo compound PU and Rubber sole, directly injected onto the upper
Subtle, signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
£329.00

Dubarry Galway Extrafit Country Boot - Walnut
The classic Dubarry Galway boot style is available in wide fit to ensure perfect fitting. The waterproof leather country boots are
perfect to pair with country clothing for the outdoor and country fanatics. Pair these quality leather boots with a Dubarry rugby
shirt and a GORE-TEX® lined men’s waterproof jacket. The ExtraFit version of the boot caters for the wider calf muscle in addition
to an extra width fitting. Foot entry for the higher instep is increased and there are additional joint measurements for the wider foot.
The classic signature boot is now available in SlimFit™, regular and ExtraFit™.
The classic signature boot from Dubarry. The Galway boot is now available in a SlimFit™ and ExtraFit™ version. These versions
are available in limited colours.
GORE-TEX® lined, waterproof and breathable
DryFast–DrySoft™, breathable leather
Knee high leather ties
Finger pull fitted inside boot and wide entry for ease of fit
Duo compound PU and Rubber sole, directly injected onto the upper
Subtle, signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
£329.00

Muck Boot
These wellies have a warm fleece lining to keep your feet toasty in temperatures as low as -40°C. Available in stylish colours,
these winter boots have a dual density EVA foot-bed to ensure that you stay comfortable whether you're on a long countryside
walk or just a wet stroll around town. These lightweight wellies' new aggressive outsole works great on all majority of surfaces to
ensure they'll keep up with whatever you're getting into.
£99.99

Muck Boot
These wellies have a warm fleece lining to keep your feet toasty in temperatures as low as -40°C. Available in stylish colours,
these winter boots have a dual density EVA foot-bed to ensure that you stay comfortable whether you're on a long countryside
walk or just a wet stroll around town. These lightweight wellies' new aggressive outsole works great on all majority of surfaces to
ensure they'll keep up with whatever you're getting into.
£95.00

Dubarry Belize Deck Shoe Cafe
The Belize slip-on deck shoe has great performance features needed for a sailing shoe while available in a whole range of bold
colours, perfect for every day wear. Soft nubuck leather is protected by a water resistant, DryFast-DrySoft™ finish and slim nonslip soles give you stability in wet or dry conditions whether you're treading pavements or sailing seas. Great paired with summer
shorts or jeans. Women’s slip-on deck shoe

Classic deck shoe shape
Genuine soft nubuck leather, water resistant, DryFast-DrySoft™ finish
Slim rubber outsole with Dubarry’s unique NonSlip-NonMarking™ outsole design
Full length EVA footbed, covered with full nubuck leather in-sock
Butt seam hand sewn moccasin with sealed stitching
Dubarry’s signature Port and Starboard flash trim
£109.00

Dubarry Belize Deck Shoe Orchid
The Belize slip-on deck shoe has great performance features needed for a sailing shoe while available in a whole range of bold
colours, perfect for every day wear. Soft nubuck leather is protected by a water resistant, DryFast-DrySoft™ finish and slim non-
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slip soles give you stability in wet or dry conditions whether you're treading pavements or sailing seas. Great paired with summer
shorts or jeans. Women’s slip-on deck shoe

Classic deck shoe shape
Genuine soft nubuck leather, water resistant, DryFast-DrySoft™ finish
Slim rubber outsole with Dubarry’s unique NonSlip-NonMarking™ outsole design
Full length EVA footbed, covered with full nubuck leather in-sock
Butt seam hand sewn moccasin with sealed stitching
Dubarry’s signature Port and Starboard flash trim
£109.00

Dubarry Jamaica Loafer Navy
Your prefect day to night loafer, the Jamaica is made with water resistant, DryFast-DrySoft ™ finish and Non-Slip soles but also
comes in a wide range of colour options and has a slim sole with leather tassel fastening that gives a sophisticated feel. A great
match with jeans or summer shorts. - Women's casual loafer
Round leather lace with tassel detail
Highest quality leather with water resistant, DryFast-DrySoft ™ finish
NonSlip-NonMarking™ rubber outsole provides traction and durability in wet and dry conditions, with a unique water
dispersion system that prevents aquaplaning
Full length padded removable insole with leather finish insock
The upper is fully leather-lined
Classic Dubarry branding on upper and outsole
£129.00

Dubarry Jamaica Loafer Kelly Green
Your prefect day to night loafer, the Jamaica is made with water resistant, DryFast-DrySoft ™ finish and Non-Slip soles but also
comes in a wide range of colour options and has a slim sole with leather tassel fastening that gives a sophisticated feel. A great
match with jeans or summer shorts. - Women's casual loafer
Round leather lace with tassel detail
Highest quality leather with water resistant, DryFast-DrySoft ™ finish
NonSlip-NonMarking™ rubber outsole provides traction and durability in wet and dry conditions, with a unique water
dispersion system that prevents aquaplaning
Full length padded removable insole with leather finish insock
The upper is fully leather-lined
Classic Dubarry branding on upper and outsole
£129.00

Ladies Clothing
Schoffel Ladies Ptarmigan Tweed Coat
The New insulated Gore-Tex® shooting coat using our innovative lightweight and washable Tweed outer fabric.
£549.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Ruby
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec(R) Thermal Pro(R) 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
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oFitted 200 weight Polartec(R) Thermal Pro(R) Gilet with Alcantara trim.
oTwo-security zip pockets.
£139.95

Schoffel Burley Fleece - Ruby
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara. Two security zip pockets. Adjustable draw cord at hem. Machine
washable and quick drying
£179.95

Schoffel Fleece Gilet - Forest
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara - Two security zip pockets - Drawcord option at the back waist Machine washable and quick drying.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Superlight Ghillie Coat Forest
The insulated Venturi® shooting coat using our innovative super lightweight Meryl® outer fabric. Sporty and stylish with a superb
feminine fit and cut.
£329.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet - Kingfisher
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara - Two security zip pockets - Drawcord option at the back waist Machine washable and quick drying.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Fleece Gilet - Fern
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara - Two security zip pockets - Drawcord option at the back waist Machine washable and quick drying.
£139.95

Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Cafe
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£299.00 – £399.00

Dubarry Clover Skirt - Cafe
A tweed mini skirt.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool, Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour. Bespoke stripe pocket lining. Bias cut
deep yoke with two front pockets. Iconic Dubarry crushed leather pocket welt detail. Contrast gold colour branding and interior
detail.
£100.00 – £149.00

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Navy
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Aubergine
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Schoffel Ladies Burley Fleece Navy
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara. Two security zip pockets. Adjustable draw cord at hem. Machine
washable and quick drying.
£179.95

Dubarry Birch Connacht Acorn
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NOW ON SALE FOR ONLY £199 - (R.R.P £349)
A Dubarry hacking-style jacket with classic elbow patch detail
£349.00 £199.00

Dubarry Bracken Connacht Acorn
Dubarry Bracken Tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap
£379.00

Dubarry Foxglove Ladies Skirt - Acorn
Dubarry's Foxglove is a pleated, tweed skirt; a classic country style with a contemporary twist, this short skirt is beautifully crafted
in 100% Pure New Wool. A versatile addition to your wardrobe, this pleated skirt looks fabulous teamed with a Dubarry women's
blouse and tweed blazer; complete the look with some Dubarry accessories.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool
Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrasting colour
Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail
Faux wrap style with side split
Crushed leather buckle detail
£199.00

Dubarry Fern Women's Tweed Pencil Skirt
Dubarry Fern is a women's knee length pencil skirt, designed with a flattering and streamlined silhouette. A country style tweed
skirt, Fern looks fabulous matched with a coordinating Dubarry tweed jacket and a ladies' blouse - sophisticated country chic; or
equally, flawless, country tailoring for your work wear wardrobe.
A body skimming tweed knee length streamlined silhouette •Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool •Signature Dubarry jacquard
lining in contrasting colour •Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail •Double invert pleat at centre back •Bias inserts
below the waist •Streamlined body skimming fit •2 inch hem for extra alterability
£149.00

Seeland Woodcock II Lady Jacket - Shaded Olive
Action back for extra flexibility.. Fleece lined hand warmer pockets.. Spacious cartridge pockets with drain holes and quick load
strap.. Game pocket..
Contact us for more details.
£149.99

Seeland Woodcock II Lady Trousers - Shaded Olive
Front pockets.. Feminine detailing on pockets and hems..
Contact us for more details..
£99.99

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Ruby
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
£139.95

Dubarry Connacht Acorn Tweed Jacket
A hacking style jacket with classical elbow patch detail.
Teflon coated 100% Pure new wool.
Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.
Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.
Bespoke stripe sleeve lining.
Faux suede detail.
Stylish and durable elbow patches.
Double ticket flap pocket.
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£349.00 £260.00

Hicks and Brown Hat
Stunning wool felt Fedora hat.
All hats are customised with a combination of natural and bright feathers to add a real individual twist.
This hat features a cluster of natural feathers fastened behind a tan band
£85.00

Hicks and Brown Hat
Stunning wool felt Fedora hat.
All hats are customised with a combination of natural and bright feathers to add a real individual twist.
£85.00

Schoffel Ladies Malvern Venturi® Country Jacket Dark Olive
Insulated 2-layer laminate, 100% waterproof, windproof and highly breathable.
Detachable hood with removable faux fur trim.
Machine washable.
£299.95

Schoffel Ladies Malvern Venturi® Country Jacket Navy
Insulated 2-layer laminate, 100% waterproof, windproof and highly breathable.
Detachable hood with removable faux fur trim.
Machine washable.
£299.95

Musto Highland Gore-Tex Ultra Lite Jacket
A lightweight jacket, made with a Gore-Tex laminate for superior all-weather protection.
Exceptionally lightweight and durable.
It has an action back for total freedom to move.
£299.00

Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Heath
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£379.00

Le Chameau Field Shooting Jacket Womens
NEW
Womens - Chameau Green
The ultimate shooting jacket by Le Chameau. Fully waterproof, lined with Primaloft for warmth, breathable, and bursting with
innovations and technology such as "super-load" pockets.
Detachable hood
Articulated sleeves
DWR coated coated cotton mix
Sizes from S-XXL
£275.00 – £290.00

Le Chameau Country Jacket - Mustard
NEW
Womens - Mustard
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Stylish and showerproof, dry wax cotton country jacket featuring moleskin collar and pocket detailing and articulated sleeves for
movement
£300.00 £150.00

Seeland Woodcock II Trousers - Shaded Olive (Copy)
The Seeland Woodcock II trousers are an update to the popular Woodcock style. They are fully waterproof and breathable and
feature an optimised, 2-layer SEETEX® membrane. They have articulated knees for freedom of movement and side cargo
pockets for storing all of your essentials.
£99.99

Mens Clothing
Schoffel Mens Ptarmigan Tweed Coat
The new insulated Gore-Tex® shooting coat using innovative lightweight and washable Tweed outer fabric.
£549.95

Schoffel Mens Ptarmigan Superlight Coat
The superlightweight insulated Gore-Tex® shooting coat using innovative Meryl® outer fabric.
£429.95

Schoffel Mens Cottesmore Fleece Jacket Dark Olive
This Polartec® Thermal Pro® fleece is ideal to wear as a mid layer zipped into the Ptarmigan Interactive Coat on chilly days. It is a
great warming layer when worn on its own.
£189.95

Schoffel Unisex Mowbray Jacket Dark Olive
This jacket is ideal for cold and windy days, being 100% windproof and highly breathable, keeping you warm and comfortable.
£249.95

Schoffel Mens Oakham Fleece Forest Green
Polartec(R) Thermal Pro(R) 200 weight fleece gilet, an ideal mid layer, or for extra warmth can be zipped into the Men's Ptarmigan
Interactive Shooting Coat.

Zips into the Ptarmigan Interactive Coat.
Fleece Gilet with Alcantara trim
Two-zip security pockets.
Adjustable Draw cord at the hem.
£139.95

Schoffel Berkeley - Navy
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece - 1/4 zip style trimmed with Alcantara - Two front zip security pockets - Adjustable
drawcord at hem - Machine washable and quick drying.

£169.95

Schoffel Berkeley - Kingfisher
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece - 1/4 zip style trimmed with Alcantara - Two front zip security pockets - Adjustable
drawcord at hem - Machine washable and quick drying.
PLEASE RING FOR SIZE

£169.95
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Schoffel Unisex Ketton Packaway Jacket Tundra
This is the perfect lightweight packable rainwear companion. It packs into its inside chest pocket and stows away easily.

£199.95

Schoffel Mens Oakham Fleece - Kingfisher
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece trimmed with Alcantara trim - Two front zip security pockets - Adjustable drawcord at hem
- Quick drying - Machine washable

£139.95

Schoffel Gunthorpe Shooting Vest - Dark Olive
Polartec Thermal Pro 200 weight fleece - Cordura reinforced shoulder pads and trim - Removable recoil protection pad, can be
inserted on right or left shoulder - Two reinforced scoop pockets - Inside zip security pocket - Adjustable drawcord at hem Machine washable and quick drying - Please note recoil pad must be removed prior to washing.

£159.95

Schoffel Mens Oakham Fleece Navy
This Polartec ® Thermal Pro® fleece is an ideal mid layer and is perfect as a body warmer. Also zips into the Ptarmigan
Interactive.

£139.95

Schoffel Mens Oakham Fleece Dark Olive
This Polartec Thermal Pro fleece is an ideal mid layer and is perfect as a body warmer. Also zips into the Ptarmigan Interactive.

£139.95

Schoffel Mens Oakham Fleece Burgandy
This Polartec ® Thermal Pro® fleece is an ideal mid layer and is perfect as a body warmer. Also zips into the Ptarmigan
Interactive.

£139.95

Schoffel Mens Oakham Fleece Gunmetal
This Polartec ® Thermal Pro® fleece is an ideal mid layer and is perfect as a body warmer. Also zips into the Ptarmigan
Interactive.

£139.95

Schoffel Unisex Saxby Packaway Overtrouser
Venturi 100% waterproof, windproof and breathable. Packs away into it's own back security pocket. Easy access to pockets
beneath Articulated Knees. Full length side zips to allow for easy access over boots. Elasticated waist and hem with two position
popper closures. Machine washable and quick drying.

£129.95

Seeland Woodcock II Jacket - Shaded Olive
Spacious cartridge pockets with drain holes and quick load strap.. Napoleon pocket.. Game pocket.. 2-way zip..
Contact us for more details.
£149.99
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Seeland Woodcock Waistcoat-Shaded Olive
Spacious cartridge pockets.. Large and easily accessible pocket on back.. Inner pockets..
Contact us for more information..

SIZES ARE EUROPEAN
£79.99

Seeland Crieff Short Overtrouser - Pine Green
Over trousers specially designed for use with rubber boots. Soft, brushed lining, strong 2 way zip at the sides makes them easier
to don and remove with Velcro closure over the zip for added protection. The waterproof and windproof SEETEX membrane
keeps you dry inside and out..
Contact us for more details..
£79.00

Musto Fenland Pack Jacket - Dark Moss
This is a very lightweight jacket which is extremely versatile. It is waterproof and breathable for more comfort, and it can be
packed away making it easy to carry. It is perfect for the shooting season and it has several pockets for storage as well as a
shock absorber shoulder pad. The adjustable waist and cuffs allows you to tighten or loosen the jacket. All in all this is a multipurpose garment with many practical features.
- 70% Polyamide, 30% Polyurethane
- Nylon outer with hydrophilic breathable waterproof and windproof coating
- Pocket to add D30 shock absorbing shoulder pad
- Adjustable detachable hood
- Cartridge pockets
- Hand warmer pockets
- Adjustable waist with drawcord
- Adjustable cuffs (Velcro)
- Two way zip
- Articulated sleeves for freedom of movement
- Machine washable
Contact us for more information
£175.00

Ridgeline Monsoon Elite Teak Performance Jacket
3 Layer RL-Tex.. Fully Breathable.. Waterproof and Windproof with side pockets..
Contact us for more information.
£199.99

Ridgeline Igloo Top
Southern Star Fleece.. Velcro cuffs.. Two chest pockets.. Windproof and Weatherproof.
Contact us for more information
£44.99

Ridgeline Torrent II Jacket
QUIETEX-PRO laminated shell. Fully Waterproof. Breatheable & Seam Sealed. Underarm Zips. Removable Hood. Vented back &
Loads of Pockets. Available in Olive or Teak.
Contact us for more information..
£99.99

Ridgeline Pintail Pants
High Performance Clothing.. Unique leg adjustment system.. 100% waterproof & windproof.. Available in Olive & Teak..
Contact us for more information..
£109.99

Schoffel Ptarmigan Ultralight Coat Dark Olive
Schöffel's lightest 2-layer laminate non insulated shooting coat perfect for all year round weather protection
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Venturi non insulated 2-layer laminate
100% Ultralight Polyamide ripstop fabric
100% Waterproof, windproof and highly breathable
Microfleece hand warming pockets with retainer straps for easy cartridge access
Large bellow cartridge pockets with drainage holes
Two inside zip pockets. Adjustable storm cuffs
Detachable hood. Two way front zip
Machine washable and quick drying
PLEASE RING FOR SIZE
£329.95

Schoffel Mens Oakham Fleece Aubergine
This Polartec ® Thermal Pro® fleece is an ideal mid layer and is perfect as a body warmer. Also zips into the Ptarmigan
Interactive.

£139.95

Schoffel Brancaster shirt - Pink Blue Check
Bold check shirts made from the finest cotton.
The collar is true to size on all men’s shirts but please bear in mind the body fit is a classic fit, not slim fit.
100% Cotton.
Button down collar.
Two cuff button position with option for cufflinks.
Tonal collar and cuff trim lining.
Machine washable.
Size: 15-18.5 ins

£69.95

Schoffel Brancaster shirt - Purple check
Bold check shirts made from the finest cotton.
The collar is true to size on all men’s shirts but please bear in mind the body fit is a classic fit, not slim fit.
100% Cotton.
Button down collar.
Two cuff button position with option for cufflinks.
Tonal collar and cuff trim lining.
Machine washable.
Size: 15-18.5 ins

£69.95

Schoffel Richmond Down Jacket - Dark Olive
Versatile jacket made with ethically sourced down. Water repellent finish, Microfleece inside neck, Microfleece hand warming
pockets with security zip closures. Hem drawcord. Two way front zip and vertical access chest pocket with zip closure. Machine
washable.
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£249.95

Seeland Skeet vest -Duffel Green
Spacious cartridge pockets - Skeet Vest
£54.95

Schoffel Canterbury Five Pocket Jean Navy
The Canterbury 5 pocket jean in Navy is the ultimate in stylish trousers. The timeless style of this trouser make it the perfect
addition to jazz up any outfit, perfect for the country or city. Pair with your favourite Schoffel Shirt to add a classic country look to
your wardrobe.

Stretch cotton twill 98 % cotton / 2% spandex
5 pockets
Leather Schöffel branding on rear waistband
Contrast lining at the waist
Machine washable

£89.95

Schoffel Canterbury Five Pocket Jean Fig
The Canterbury 5 pocket jean in Fig is the ultimate in stylish trousers. The timeless style of this trouser make it the perfect
addition to jazz up any outfit, perfect for the country or city. Pair with your favourite Schoffel Shirt to add a classic country look to
your wardrobe.

Stretch cotton twill 98 % cotton / 2% spandex
5 pockets
Leather Schöffel branding on rear waistband
Contrast lining at the waist
Machine washable

£89.95

Schoffel Canterbury Five Pocket Jean Camel
The Canterbury 5 pocket jean in Camel is the ultimate in stylish trousers. The timeless style of this trouser make it the perfect
addition to jazz up any outfit, perfect for the country or city. Pair with your favourite Schoffel Shirt to add a classic country look to
your wardrobe.

Stretch cotton twill 98 % cotton / 2% spandex
5 pockets
Leather Schöffel branding on rear waistband
Contrast lining at the waist
Machine washable
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£89.95

Seeland Buckthorn Overtrousers
Seeland Buckthorn Overtrousers are a fully protective, Ripstop, waterproof pair of unisex overtrousers which allow you to move
freely for all your favourite outdoor activities. These pull-on overtrousers have a stretchable, elasticated waist for comfort and the
leg hem is adjustable.100% Polyester, Ripstop Polyurethane material for an abrasion resistant material that is extremely hardwearing. Ideal for wearing over boots or wellington boots.
Available in Shaded Olive in sizes XS – 3XL
100% Polyester Ripstop polyurethane-coating for a tough durable outer
Lining 100% polyester, Taslan which is highly moisture wicking for a comfortable dry lining
Seeland Seetex 2-layer membrane for a fully 100% wind waterproof and breathable membrane
2 press studs on waistband, on both sides
Pull-on for ease of use
2-way zipper on both sides for ease of access and a tailored fit
Side plackets with invisible Velcro
Elasticated waist for comfort and ease of movement
Adjustable leg hem
Reinforcement at the hem to protect your lower legs
£79.00

Schoffel Holkham shirt - Marine/Pink/Green
Bold check shirts made from the finest cotton.
Classic Fit
The collar is true to size on all men’s shirts but please bear in mind the body fit is a classic fit, not slim fit.
100% Cotton.
Button down collar.
Two cuff button position with option for cufflinks.
Tonal collar and cuff trim lining.
Machine washable.
Size: 15-18.5 ins

£69.95

Schoffel Soft Oxford Shirt - Pale Blue Gingham
Bold check shirts made from the finest cotton.
Contemporary Fit
The collar is true to size on all men’s shirts but please bear in mind the body fit is a classic fit, not slim fit.
100% Cotton.
Button down collar.
Two cuff button position with option for cufflinks.
Tonal collar and cuff trim lining.
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Machine washable.
Size: 15-18.5 ins

£69.95

Schoffel Soft Oxford Shirt - Pale Blue
Bold check shirts made from the finest cotton.
Contemporary Fit
The collar is true to size on all men’s shirts but please bear in mind the body fit is a classic fit, not slim fit.
100% Cotton.
Button down collar.
Two cuff button position with option for cufflinks.
Tonal collar and cuff trim lining.
Machine washable.
Size: 15-18.5 ins

£69.95

Schoffel Holkham shirt - Marine/Cornflower/Pink
Bold check shirts made from the finest cotton.
Classic Fit
The collar is true to size on all men’s shirts but please bear in mind the body fit is a classic fit, not slim fit.
100% Cotton.
Button down collar.
Two cuff button position with option for cufflinks.
Tonal collar and cuff trim lining.
Machine washable.
Size: 15-18.5 ins

£69.95

Schoffel Soft Oxford Shirt - Pale Pink Gingham
Bold check shirts made from the finest cotton.
Contemporary Fit
The collar is true to size on all men’s shirts but please bear in mind the body fit is a classic fit, not slim fit.
100% Cotton.
Button down collar.
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Two cuff button position with option for cufflinks.
Tonal collar and cuff trim lining.
Machine washable.
Size: 15-18.5 ins

£69.95

Sale Items
Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Cafe
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£299.00 – £399.00

Dubarry Clover Skirt - Cafe
A tweed mini skirt.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool, Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour. Bespoke stripe pocket lining. Bias cut
deep yoke with two front pockets. Iconic Dubarry crushed leather pocket welt detail. Contrast gold colour branding and interior
detail.
£100.00 – £149.00

Dubarry Birch Connacht Acorn
NOW ON SALE FOR ONLY £199 - (R.R.P £349)
A Dubarry hacking-style jacket with classic elbow patch detail
£349.00 £199.00

Dubarry Connacht Acorn Tweed Jacket
A hacking style jacket with classical elbow patch detail.
Teflon coated 100% Pure new wool.
Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.
Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.
Bespoke stripe sleeve lining.
Faux suede detail.
Stylish and durable elbow patches.
Double ticket flap pocket.
£349.00 £260.00

Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Heath
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£379.00

Le Chameau Field Shooting Jacket Womens
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NEW
Womens - Chameau Green
The ultimate shooting jacket by Le Chameau. Fully waterproof, lined with Primaloft for warmth, breathable, and bursting with
innovations and technology such as "super-load" pockets.
Detachable hood
Articulated sleeves
DWR coated coated cotton mix
Sizes from S-XXL
£275.00 – £290.00

Le Chameau Country Jacket - Mustard
NEW
Womens - Mustard
Stylish and showerproof, dry wax cotton country jacket featuring moleskin collar and pocket detailing and articulated sleeves for
movement
£300.00 £150.00

Sausages
Beef & Horseradish Sausages

Shooting Accessories
Canvas Cartridge Bag - 100
Canvas Cartridge Bag - Carries 100 cartridges - Available in Green Or Red - Please specify when ordering which colour you
would like..
£108.00

Canvas Gamebag
Canvas Gamebag - 18" x 14"
£120.00

Leather Cartridge Bag - 100
Leather Cartridge Bag - 100
£165.00

Leather Cartridge Bag - 75
Leather Cartridge Bag - 75
£160.00

Polyester Rifle Slip
Polyester Rifle Slip
£44.00
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Polyester Shotgun Slip
Polyester Shotgun Slip
£36.00

Tweed Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
Tweed Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
£190.00

Canvas Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
Canvas Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
£154.00

Leather Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
Leather Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
£270.00

Leather Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
Leather Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
£249.00

Canvas Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
Canvas Shotgun Slip - Flap/Zip
£154.00

Canvas Cartridge Bag - 75
Canvas Cartridge Bag - 75
£103.00

Polyester Shotgun Slip
Polyester Shotgun Slip
£36.00

Canvas Cartridge Bag - 100
Canvas Cartridge Bag - Carries 100 cartridges - Available in Green Or Red - Please specify when ordering which colour you
would like..
£108.00

Polyester Rifle Slip
Polyester Rifle Slip
£44.00

Leather Cartridge Bag - 75
Leather Cartridge Bag - 75
£160.00

Leather Cartridge Bag - 100
Leather Cartridge Bag - 100
£165.00

MacWet Shooting Gloves
MacWet Shooting Gloves
£31.00

